We study the Hölder exponent of the density of states measure for discrete Schrödinger operators with potential of the form V .n/ D .b.n C 1/ˇc bnˇc/, with large, and conclude that for almost all values ofˇ, the density of states measure is not Hölder continuous.
. Introduction
The discovery of quasicrystals by Dan Shechtman et al. [ ] has elicited considerable interest (see for instance [ ] and [ ]) in the subject of aperiodic order from mathematicians and physicists. The Fibonacci Hamiltonian has been one of the canonical models for a quasicrystal. It is the one-dimensional discrete Schrödinger operator on`2.Z/ specified by .H /.n/ D .n 1/ C V .n/ .n/ C .n C 1/:
The sequence V is called the potential; for the Fibonacci Hamiltonian, V .n/ D .b.n C 1/ˇc bnˇc/, where > 0 is called the coupling constant andˇD the frequency. The spectral properties of the Fibonacci Hamiltonian qualitatively agree with those of physical quasicrystals. For example, the following fact holds.
(1) The spectrum † is a Cantor set of zero Lebesgue measure ([ ] (2) The spectral measure is uniformly˛-Hölder continuous for some˛> 0. This means that there is a ı > 0 such that for all x and y with jx yj < ı, OEx; y < jx yj˛ ( #¹eigenvalues of H n in OEx; yº n ;
where H n is the restriction of H to the`2 sequences supported on OE1; n. ; The central objects to approximating † are the continued fraction approximations toˇ. Let p k =q k be the k th convergent toˇ. For k 1 and x 2 R define the transfer matrix over q k sites by
and put
These matrices arise in the spectral theory of a discrete Schrödinger operator because they produce the sequences that satisfy the formal difference equation 
Proposition . . This summarizes work that first appeared in
We will approximate the spectrum † using a certain subset of the above bands, called the generating bands. Figure . An illustration of Lemma . for a i 3.
To make use of Lemma . , we have to understand how G k approximates †.
Lemma . . Every generating band of level k is contained in some generating band of level k 1, and †
Let us recast the content of Lemma . in a form that is more useful for calculations. Put
Then Lemma . says that for i; j 2 ¹I; II; IIIº, a band of type .k; i / spawns T k .i; j / bands of type .k C 1; j /. Given a band B 2 G k , we can associate to it a type index, which is the sequence of the types (I, II, or III) of each of its forbears. That is, for B 2 G k , put .B/ D i.0/; i.1/; : : : ; i.k/ where B is of type .k; i.k// and B is contained in a band of type .l; i.l// for each l < k. Using the matrices T k , the number of bands with a given type index is seen to be Q k 1 lD0 T . .l/; .l C1//. Define A to be the set of all one-sided infinite words on ¹I; II; IIIº such that each prefix of is the type index of at least one band. Such type sequences are called admissible.
Because of the self-similarity of †, estimates for the lengths of generating bands are amenable to a similar formalism. Put
Lemma . . If B is a generating band and its type,
.
Band length estimates
In this section we qualitatively describe the asymptotic scaling rate of bands in G k .
Lemma . . If N d is infinite, the sequence of lengths of shortest bands of G k decays to zero faster than any geometric sequence.
Suppose there is an a 2 R such that for all k, P k i D1 a 2i < ka and 
Neglecting the second product, log jB m j < log 4 C bm=2c log 3 log. 8/
There is no a such that P bm=2c i D1 a 2i 1 < ma for all m. So, there is no a such that for all m, log jB m j > log 4 C .log 3 log. 8//am; which means that the sequence of band lengths jB m j determined by is not bounded below by any geometric sequence.
Lemma . . If N d is finite, then there is a geometric sequence that bounds the length of every band in
Proof. Recall from Lemma . that for all k and all B in G k ,
where is the type sequence of B. This means that for some sets of integers A and B with A [ B D ¹1; 2; : : : kº,
Since all terms are less than one, the above is greater than
We will show that each of the two products is individually bounded below by a geometric sequence. Since
, we see that the first of the two products is bounded below by k .
For the second product, notice that
And
This means that the second product is bounded below by .
. Collecting all of the bounds together, we see that jBj is bounded below by a sequence geometric in k.
. Hölder continuity Lemma . . Recalling that x M.ˇ/ < 1, the sequence q k of denominators of convergents toˇis bounded above and below by geometric sequences.
Since q k increases monotonically, it follows that q kC1 .a kC1 C 1/q k . Thus
log.a i C1 C 1/:
Since log.x C 1/ log.x/ C 1=x and P k i D1 1=a i grows no faster than k, log q k is bounded above by an arithmetic sequence.
Again using monotonicity of q k , we get q kC1 a kC1 q k . Repeating the above reasoning, we finish the proof. 
Proof. We will use R, S with R so that
Rearranging, we get and by the same manipulations as before we get n II
which by Lemma . proves the required bounds.
Proof of Theorem . . Recall that
#¹eigenvalues of H n in OEx; yº n :
Passing to the subsequence q k , and taking from [ ] that each band of kC1;0 has exactly one Dirichlet eigenvalue of H q k ,
where # refers to the number of connected components, not the cardinality. We first prove that N is not Hölder continuous when N d is infinite. Let a supposed Hölder exponent > 0 be given and let ı > 0. We will search among generating bands of different levels m for a band B with N.B/ > jBj and jBj < ı. For any generating band B of level m,
Either B is of type II or III, or it is of type I and it contains a single band of type II at the next level. So from Lemma . , there are R and S such that
But by Lemma . , the length of the shortest band in G m decays more quickly than any geometric sequence, so that for m large enough there is a band B of G m with jBj < ı and N.B/ > 1 4 S m > jBj . This means that N is not -Hölder continuous. Now we will prove that N is Hölder continuous when N d is finite. First we will estimate N on generating bands B. By Lemma . , for all m greater than some m 1 there is a C with C m < jBj for all B 2 G m . Now we seek a such that N.B/ < 2R m < C m < jBj . This means .log 2 m log R/=.m log C /. As m ! 1, that is, as we consider smaller and smaller generating bands, ! log R= log C . So for any 0 < log R= log C , there is an m 0 such that N.B/ < jBj 0 as long as B is a band of level m 0 or higher. Given such a 0 , take ı small enough that every generating band shorter than ı is of level m 0 or greater; C m 0 works. Since N is supported on †.H /, the bound N.B/ < jBj on N.B/ also applies to all intervals OEx; y of length less than ı, which means that N is .ı; 0 /-Hölder continuous.
. Specific values of frequency
From Theorem . , we can extract a method for estimating the Hölder exponent for specific frequenciesˇ.
Proposition . . If N.B m / 2R
m for some R and all generating bands B of level m m large enough , and C m jB m j for some C , then for any
there is a ı such that N is .ı; /-Hölder continuous.
To illustrate this proposition, considerˇD OE0I 10; 10; 10; : : : D Proof. Our task is to bound the lower bound in Lemma . from below as B ranges over all of G k . The matrices Q k do not depend on k, since a k D b for all k. When 120, and b 3, the entries . C 5/ 1 .b C 2/ 3 of Q k , which correspond to type II and III bands, are the smallest. For 120 and b > 3, the smallest entry is . C 5/ 1 a k , corresponding to type I bands. For > 120, b < 3, the smallest entries are again those corresponding to bands of type II or III. And finally for > 120 and b 3, the smallest entry of Q k is the one corresponding to a type I band.
The lower bound described in Lemma . is minimized by bands whose type sequences have the greatest possible amount of whichever type has the smallest entry of Q k . By Lemma . , a type sequence may be at most half Is. For b ¤ 1, IIs and IIIs can make up all of , and for b D 1, two thirds of can be made of IIs and IIIs.
Multiplying all the terms corresponding to the minimizing type sequence for each combination of and b, we get the required bound. This proposition can be applied toˇD OE0I 10; 10; 10; : : : using the following band length estimate. Proof. The analysis is the same as for the Lemma . , substituting P k for Q k .
So, from Proposition . , we get that if > 2 log1 0 log 3 log 10 10 log. 8/ DW C ;
then the density of states N is not .ı; /-Hölder continuous for any ı > 0. The highest possible Hölder exponent of N satisfies < < C . As ! 1, the two bounds and C tend towards the same behavior, 
